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C A R M E N DRAGONETTI

Marginal Note on the Idealistic Conception
of citta-matra
The Yogacara system is composed of a great number of theories. In
order to establish the way it was formed, it would be necessary to study
when, where and how each one of these theories originated, and also to
study when, where and how these diverse theories where assembled
giving rise to a new structure of philosophical thought. (The same thing
would have to be done mutatis mutandis in regard to the origin of the
Mahay ana). The creation of the Yogacara theories (as of those of the
Mahayana) has been a dynamic process, covering a long period of time,
and in which many factors have participated. To these circumstances,
that make difficult a study of the origin of the Buddhist idealistic
philosophy, are to be added other facts that render that study more
difficult still: the texts that must be used for this study are in most cases
anonymous; their relative chronology is difficult or impossible to
establish; great part of Buddhist literature is lost; many important texts
are known to us only in their Chinese and Tibetan translations, which
often present problems of interpretation.
We shall limit ourselves to point out some factors of a doctrinary
nature, that seem to have contributed in a great extent to the formation
of the fundamental Yogacara doctrine, cittamatra. Similary, factors, that
participated in the formation of the other theories of the Yogacara
school, could also be traced.
The importance o/citta (mind)
Since its beginnings Buddhism has given to mind (citta, cetas, manas,
vihnana or vijnana) a great importance, attributing to it fundamental
functions. Mind is the determining condition for the arising of the indi
vidual existence (namarupa) in the twelve members of the Dependent
Origination (paticcasamuppada or pratTtyasamutpada). Human conduct
depends on mind. Mind is the cause of purity or impurity. M a n is
directed by mind. Karman gets its moral qualification according to the
mental state or disposition with which it has been carried out. Individual
destiny and world destiny depend on karman and therefore indirectly on

mind. Many of the moral qualities propounded by Buddhist ethics
belong to the realm of mind (sati or smrti, appamada or apramada,
etc.). The two pillars of the Buddhist Path are knowledge (nana or
jnana, panha or p raj fid) and compassion (karuna), and knowledge is
gained through the activity and development of mind. In the way to
Liberation meditation (jhana or dhyana) and concentration of mind
(samadhi) play an important role. Through a well-trained and purified
mind the Supreme Enlightenment (bodhi), the ultimate goal of Buddhist
effort, is reached.
In many texts this special importance of mind is extolled as for in
stance: Samyuttanikaya I, p. 39 PTS edition; Anguttaranikaya II, p. 177
PTS edition; Dhammapada I, 1- 2; Aryaratnamegha quoted in Santideva's Siksasamuccaya, pp. 121-122 ed. Bendall. See E . L A M O T T E ' s
translation of VimalakTrtinirdesa III, par. 34, and his Introduction,
pp. 51-53, and J. M A Y : " L a philosophic bouddhique idealiste", pp. 268¬
270, for other references.
The preeminent position that citta has in the Yogacara is thus coherent
with the importance it always has had in Buddhism. The idealistic
system of Buddhist philosophy carried one fundamental trend of
Buddhist thought to its extreme point, making mind the only existing
entity and deriving everything from it.
"Nominalism"
Buddhist philosophy distinguished between things existing dravyasat and
things existing prajnaptisat. Dravyasat points to something that exists as
a substance, as a real entity; prajnaptisat on the contrary points to
something that has only a nominal existence, the existence of a mere
concept, that is conventionally assumed to exist but has no objective
reality. Dravyasat exists in re, prajnaptisat exists in mente.
In Milindapanho II, pp. 25-28 PTS edition, in the celebrated dialogue
between the King Milinda and the Venerable Nagasena, it is declared (in
the context of the negation of an atman) that 'Nagasena' exists only "as
a denotation (sankha), appellation (samahha), designation (panfiatti), as
a current usage (voharo), merely as a name (namamattam)"
(I.
H O R N E R ' s translation). And a stanza of Samyuttanikaya (I, p. 135 PTS
edition) is quoted where it is said that "just as when the parts are rightly
set the word 'chariot' is uttered, so when there are the kandhas (=
skandhas), it is the convention (sammuti) to say that there is 'an indi
vidual' (sattoy\

The attribution of a prajhaptisat existence, nominal existence, to
diverse kinds of things is frequently met with in the Hinayana literature.
We give some examples, which show how spread this opinion was.
The Vatslputrlya (Thesis 1, Vasumitra, Samayabhedoparacanacakra)
maintained that the "pudgala" (person, individual) is a mere denomina
tion (prajhapti) established in relation to the skandhas, the dyatanas and
dhdtus. Cf. Mahdydnasutrdlahkara XVIII, 92: prajhaptyastitayd vdcyah
pudgalo dravyato na tu and commentary ad locum: prajhaptito " astiti
vaktavyo dravyato ndstiti vaktavyah.
The Prajfiaptivada school (Thesis 3, Vasumitra ibidem) taught that all
the samskdras or samskrtas (composed or conditioned things) are
prajhaptisat.
According to a text of Paramartha's commentary on Vasumitra's
treatise on the sects (Samayabhedoparacanacakra, quoted by Chugan =
Chozen in Japanese, in his San louen hiuan yi, Taisho 2300, p. 459 b29c2), the sect of the Ekavyavaharikas held that all the mundane (laukika)
and supra-mundane (lokottara) dharmas have only a nominal existence.
The Bahusrutlyas also declared that the Four Great Elements that
constitute matter are only nominally existent (prajhaptisat), according to
the Satyasiddhisdstra of Harivarman (middle of the third century C.E.)
who expresses the point of view of that school (Taisho 1646, p. 261a,
Section 37 and b-c, Section 38; Sanskrit "reconstruction" and English
translation by N . A l Y A S W A M I Sastri), and that the dharmas are not real
and consequently are only name (ndmamdtra), conventional denomina
tion (Taisho 1646, p. 327a, beginning of Section 141).
The Sautrantikas or Sahkrantivadins or Darstantikas fully adhered to
the nominalist conception of reality. They considered prajhaptisat many
entities that for the Sarvastivadins, in their realistic inspiration, were
really existent. According to them form (samsthdna) does not exist as a
dravya (substance, thing) (Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosa IV 3b, p. 573),
and according to the context it exists only prajhaptitah (nominally, con
ventionally). In the Sarvastivadin classification of dharmas, prdpti was
an important cittaviprayuktadharma (a dharma non-associated with
mind), whose function was to connect any acquired object with the
individual who possessed it, specially to connect the accomplished act
with the series of consciousnesses of the individual who had accom
plished it. Prdpti allowed the Sarvastivadins to explain the mechanism
of the causal retribution of actions. Sarvastivadins considered prdpti as
having a real existence (dravyatah). The Sautrantikas attributed to prdpti

a nominal existence (prajnaptitah) (Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosa II ad
36c-d at the end, pp. 217-218). Another dharma, to which the Sarvastivadins attributed a real existence, was the avijnapti. Any volition
(cetana), which is of a mere mental nature, may externally manifest it
self through a corporal or vocal act. The gesture or words are vijnapti,
"information", because they make known the will of the person. But, at
the same time, the volition gives rise to an invisible act, which continues
to exist and is the receptacle of the moral responsability derived from
that act. This invisible act is the avijnapti, "non-information", because,
as it does not appear, it does not give any information. For the
Sautrantikas avijnapti existed also prajnaptitah, as a nominal entity.
Even the Sarvastivadins, who represented an extreme realistic position,
maintained that all beings had a nominal existence grounded on the
series (santati) that constitute them (Thesis 33, Vasumitra, op. ext.).
In the treatise Bhavasankrantiparikatha attributed to Nagarjuna, karika
11a expresses: di dag thams cad miri tsam ste I 'du ses tsam la rab tu
gnas I rjod par byed las tha dad pa'i I brjod par by a ba yod ma yin (all
things are only name (namamatra), they dwell only in thought; sepa
rated from the word, what it designates does not exist).
Many other examples of the attribution of a nominal existence to
diverse entities can be found in the theses maintained by the Hlnayanist
sects. In fact, the nominalist conception agrees with the non-substantialist position adopted by Buddhism since its very beginning. This
"nominalism", which pervades the thought of the Abhidharmic period,
does not mean the negation of the existence of beings and things; it
affects the kind of existence that beings and things possess. But anyhow
it undermined the consistency of existence, paving the way for the future
conception of Voidness and Only-Mind, in the Mahayana period.
y

Perception without external objects
Dreams (svapna), magical creations (nirmana), illusions (maya),
mirages (marici), eye disorders (timira), the whirling firebrand (alatacakra), the moon reflected in water (udakacandra), and other similar
phenomena interested Buddhist thinkers. They saw in them cases of
cognitive experiences in which non existing objects appeared to the mind
as i f they were really existing. Thus these perceptions were used as
comparisons (upamana) or examples (drstanta) for the unreality of the
empirical world, as for instance by Nagarjuna in Millamadhyamakakarika VII. 34: yatha mctya yatha svapno gandharvanagaram yatha I

tathotpddas tathd sthdnam tathd bhahga uddhrtam. Cf. Ta tche tou
louen (Mahdprajhdpdramitopadesa
or
Mahdprajndpdramitdsdstra),
Taisho 1509, pp. 101c and ff., for a detailed enumeration and explana
tion of these upamdnas, and L A M O T T E ' s translation, pp. 357 ff., for
more references.
In several Sutras magical creations are employed as updya, means to
obtain some beneficial effects, as for instance
Bhadramdydkaravydkarana, VimalakTrtinirdesasutra (See E. H A M L I N , "Magical Updya in
the Vimalakirtinirdesasutra"), SaddharmapundarTkasutra, Chapter VII,
pp. 187-188 and pp. 195-197, KERN-NANJIO edition.
Moreover, these peculiar cases of perception showed the possibility of
the existence of acts of perceptual cognition which do not comply with
the conditions required by the common notion of normal perception: a
sense organ and a real external object corresponding to that sense organ.
The Sautrantikas accepted the existence of cognitions without an exter
nal object against the opinion of the Sarvastivadins who argued that all
cognition necessarily has a real entity as its object. Cf. Collect C O X , "On
the Possibility of a Nonexistent Object of Consciousness: Sarvastivadin
and Darstantika Theories". In a similar way Ramanuja affirms the thesis
that any cognition has a corresponding real object (sarvam vijndnajdtam
yathdrtham) and he studies all the cases where it seems that there is a
cognition without a real object to prove that even in these cases a real
object is present. Cf. Bhdsya of the Brahmasutra, pp. 143-149, para
graphs 66-67. In Vimsatikd, kdrikds 1-4 and commentary ad locum, the
cases of taimirikas, persons who have their visual sense organ afflicted
by ophthalmic disorders, of dreams and mirages are mentioned as
examples of representations without object, and in Trisvabhdva, Section
K , kdrikds 27-30, the magical creation of an elephant by the power of
the mantras is presented as a case of representations without object.
The acceptance of representations without a real external object is the
conditio sine qua non for the arising, development and establishment of
an idealistic explanation of reality. If the possibility of cognitions with
out an object did not exist (as it was maintained by the Sarvastivadins),
an idealistic conception has no place.
Meditation
The Pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhdvasthita-samddhi-sutra or Bhadrapalasutra mentions as instances of cognitions without really existing
external object, dreams (3H, HARRISON'S edition), asubhabhavand or

meditation on the repulsive practised by the Bhiksu (3J, ibidem), images
reflected in a mirror (3K, ibidem), and compares to them the visualiza
tions of Tathagatas that occur in the meditative concentration of the
Bodhisattvas. The Samdhinirmocanasutra
VIII, paragraph 7
(LAMOTTE's edition and translation = pp. 152-155 POWERS' edition and
translation) expresses the same idea in relation to images seen in medita
tion: gzugs brnam de rnam par rig pa tsam du zad pa'i phyir te. In
Trisvabhavakarika, Section M , karikas 35-36, reference is made to the
"three knowledges" thanks to which Bodhisattvas, dhyayins and wise
people have also the experience of cognitions without external object.
A n important difference between the cases of cognitions without
object given in the previous section (dreams, etc.) and those occuring in
meditation is that these latter take place as a result of the practitioner's
voluntary resolve and the application of a yogic technique.
The experience of meditation could contribute in another way to the
constitution of the cittamatra theory. Meditation, as a yogic process, has
as its effect to allow the meditator to get diverse attainments and also to
void his mind, to liberate it from its psychological and intellectual con
tents, passing through the diverse stages of the meditative process, in
which the experience becomes gradually deeper. A t the end of the
process the external world and the internal world (sensations, notions)
have disappeared for the meditator, who "enters in a state of calm and
cessation similar to nirvana" (Ta tche tou louen, Taisho 1509, p. 216a,
lines 2-3).
A complete description of the meditative process is found in the just
quoted Ta tche tou louen, pp.206a-217a = L A M O T T E ' s translation III,
pp. 1216-1309. L A M O T T E gives in the notes to his translation a detailed
account of references concerning meditation. In Mahavyutpatti Nos.
1477-1540 there is a complete enumeration of dhyanas, samapattis,
apramanas, vimoksas, abhibhvayatanas and krtsnayatanas, which consti
tute the elements of the meditation path, in Sanskrit, Tibetan and
Chinese.
The meditative process shows that the mind, citta, can remain alone
and isolated in itself, that it can subsist without the presence of an
object, freeing itself from the subject-object duality, getting rid of the
empirical reality, and manifesting itself as the transcendent supreme
reality.

The instantaneity of the dharmas
Buddhism has a dynamic conception of reality. This manifests itself in
the peculiar doctrine of the dharmas. The dharmas are the elements, the
constituent factors of all that exists. A l l that is 'material', as human
body, is constituted by material dharmas. The mental phenomena as per
ceptions, sensations, volitions, acts of consciousness are nothing but
dharmas. A n d man is only a psycho-physical aggregate of material
dharmas and of mental dharmas. Reality, in its integrity, is likewise
nothing else than dharmas, isolated or accumulated. Dharmas are unsub
stantial (anatman), because (using the Western terminology) they do not
exist in se et per se or (using the Buddhist terminology) they do not exist
svabhavena, i.e. they do not possess an own being; they are dependent,
produced by causes and conditions. And, besides that, since the first
period of Buddhist thought, dharmas were conceived as impermanent
(anitya). For Early Buddhism and for the Hlnayanist schools dharmas,
although unsubstantial and impermanent, were real. But in the HInayana
several sects added to the transitory dharmas the attribute of instantane
ity: dharmas not only are impermanent, but also they disappear as soon
as they arise, and are replaced by other dharmas of the same species as
long as the causes that provoked the appearance of the replaced dharma
continue to exist. Thus reality is an accumulation of series of dharmas,
in a process of vertiginous constant replacement. The result is that, as
D.N. S H A S T R I , The Philosophy of Nyaya, p. 189, says: "the reality,
according to the Buddhist, is not static; it is dynamic. It is not being; it
is becoming."
Among the Hlnayanist sects that maintained the instantaneity of the
dharmas were the Sarvastivadins, the Vatsiputriyas, the Mahisasakas,
and the Kasyapiyas, and the sects derived from them, according to Vasu
mitra's I pu tsung lun lun, Taisho 2031, pp. 16c, line 2; 16c, lines 15¬
16; 17a, lines 13-14; and 17b, line 1 (= A . B A R E A U : "Trois Traites sur
les Sectes Bouddhiques attribues a Vasumitra, Bhavya et Vinitadeva":
255, 257, 262 and 265, and J. M A S U D A : "Origin and Doctrines of Early
Indian Buddhist Schools": 50, 54, 62 and 65). The Pubbaseliyas and the
Aparaseliyas, both derived from the Mahasamghikas, affirmed also the
instantaneity of the dharmas, according to Buddhaghosa's commentary
to the Kathavatthu included in Pahcappakarana-Atthakatha (XXII, 8,
p. 198 PTS edition). Vasubandhu in Abhidharmakosa IV, 2d, pp. 568¬
569, emphatically declares that "what is conditioned (- and all is -) is
momentary" (samskrtam ksanikam), and bhdsya ad locum: ko yam ksano

namal atmalabho 'nantaravinasT, so ' syastiti ksanikah. Yasomitra's
commentary ad Abhidharmakosa II, 46b, p. 262, line 26, refers to the
Vaibhasikas with the term ksanikavadin. On the contrary the Theravadins, according to the quoted text of the Kathavatthu, X X I I , 8, did not
accept the momentariness of the dharmas, and this explains why they
remained attached to the realistic conception of the world.
The new attribute of instantaneity produced an enormous effect in the
Buddhist theory of knowledge: if dharmas are not only impermanent but
also instantaneous - and dharmas constitute the whole reality - and we
do not perceive that momentariness of the dharmas but only compact
things that seem to be there as the objects of cognition, then we do not
see reality as it truly is.
Nagarjuna's conception of reality
One of the principal tasks of Nagarjuna is to establish the logical impos
sibility of the existence of elements, manifestations, categories of the
empirical reality, as for instance: birth and destruction, causality, move
ment, time, sensorial activity, the elements that constitute man, passion
and its subject, action and its agent, suffering, karman, samsara, etc.
This impossibility derives from the fact that all is conditioned, related,
dependent, contingent, and as such lacks an own being, a svabhava, an
existence in se et per se. Everything is sunya, "void", svabhavasunya,
"void of an own being". The abolishing analysis, to which Nagarjuna
submits the whole reality, leaves a great void, Sunyata, Voidness, in
which nothing belonging to the empirical reality which appears before
us remains. But normal knowledge does not reach the true reality of
Sunyata, which is covered, concealed by an apparitional reality, the
empirical reality, beyond which normal knowledge cannot go. We do
not perceive what really exists (paramarthasatya = Supreme Truth or
Reality); we only perceive something that is inexistent, false, illusory
(samvrtisatya, concealing truth or reality = Relative Truth or Reality), as
the dreams, mirages, magical creations etc. to which Nagarjuna's school
so frequently compares the world in which we live. The situation in the
case of Nagarjuna is similar to that of the theory of the dharmas as
maintained in the HInayana: we perceive something different from what
really exists, things are not as they appear.
It could be said that the theory of the instantaneity of the dharmas and
Nagarjuna's conception of reality, which stress the separation between
what is outside our mind and our mental representations, are the two

more important factors for the forthcoming of the idealistic theory that
there is nothing apart from the creations of our mind.
The philosophical inference
Given the preceding historical, philosophical conceptions - the impor
tance of the mind conceived as the determining principle of human
conduct and of man's and world's destiny; nominalism which transforms
the reality in which we exist in a collection of names and labels and
undermines the consistency of beings and things; the awareness of the
existence of many cognitions which are cases of representations without
a real external object; the experience of meditation which has both
powers: to visualize objects at will and to suppress the surrounding
reality and the contents of the mind, leaving the mind empty and
isolated; the instantaneity of the dharmas (the constituent factors of what
exists, the sole existing true reality that remains concealed to our normal
knowledge which is limited to perceive something that is not there and
unable to perceive what is really there); and Nagarjuna's conception of
reality which dissolves all that exists into a Void, depriving beings and
things of real existence, making cognition an instrument condemned to
grasp only illusions and falseties, and positing the impossibility for
normal knowledge to reach reality - given these conceptions, it was not
difficult for philosophically very well trained minds, as were Buddhist
thinkers, to ask themselves: if what we perceive is not outside (the realm
of the object), wherefrom does it come? and to answer: from the mind
(the realm of the subject). Thus they rounded an inference whose
premises originated in the beginnings of Buddhism. Only Mind was the
logically valid conclusion for a reasoning that had lasted for centuries.
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